The Samsung Galaxy Quantum 3 is equipped with the world’s smallest QRNG chip. The world’s smallest QRNG chip is used by phone and application services. It allows smartphone holders to use selected services with the highest level of security by generating true random numbers that cannot be hacked.

SK telecom

Offer differentiated security solutions that allow mobile phone subscribers to use ICT services in a safe and secure manner in the hyper-connected era of 5G.

QUANTIS QRNG CHIP

The quantum output of the chip is used by phone and application services. It allows smartphone holders to use selected services with the highest level of security by generating true random numbers that cannot be hacked.

SCALABLE SECURITY

Customers enjoy the highest level of future proof security for critical apps and services. Not only does this position SK Telecom at the forefront of smartphone security; it also allows them to develop a whole range of new and enhanced services for security-conscious customers.

LIVE APPLICATIONS

And many more to come

New QRNG alarm function

EASY TO USE
ULTRA SECURE
ALWAYS ON

LEARN MORE

Quantum Security is available NOW

Add the Galaxy Quantum 3 to your portfolio